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on the valve-rod M: Fig. 4, a sectional view 
showing modification adapting the valve- to 
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To all wion, is nagy eO2eer: 
Be it known that I, HSNRY. S. LOED, of 

Hartford, in the county of Hartford and State 
of Connecticut, have invenied a key improve 
ment in Water-Cloact, Supply-Walives; and do 
hereby declare the folioviiig, the taken in 
connection with accolapaying tirawings and 
the letters of reference marked thereou, to be 
a fill, clear, and exact description of the same, 
and which said drawings constitute part of 
this specification, aidi represent, in 
Figure 1, a longitudinal section of the cy. 

inder, showing outside view of the valve shei 
or casing; Fig.2, a longitudinal central section 
through the waive casizig, showing tile inleta 
and outlets; Fig. 3, a side view of the stirrup 

automatic operatiosts. . 
This investion relates to an its rovenetith 

valve arrangement for the supply of water to 
wash-basins, closets, &c., and is ai) in prove 
inent on the invention rijade by me, and for 
whici fiied application for Letters iateit, 

The object of that inventioit was at appa 
ratus whereby oily a certakii grantity of water 
would be periniitei to pass throught the fuget 
without some personal atteria. Eacey. 

Before proceeding to defire aly 'se; f, i. 
veiition, I will briefly describe the apparatus 
as set forth it inty said previous spi}icatio. 
A represents tie kyi inder-its easis cissed 

Serial No. 140,897. 

ity heads B. C. in the lead is is 3.1 pening, 
a, and in the head Cat, like opening, i. A rottid 
each of the opeditigs a b 2nd exiarcling into 
the cylinder is a tubular projectics, espect 
ively, de. 
D is a piston, fitted to incv6 freely ia i 

cylinder from end to end. Centrally on one 
side of trepiston is a casion?, of ary flexi 
ble or elastic material. Oth the reverse side 
and in the center is a like cashion, g. These 
cushions stand in line with the tubular exten!. 
sions d e in the respective heads of the cyl 
inder. Around the respective clishions is a 
tubular projection, h, the interisai diameter of 
which is larger than threexternal diameter of 

is tie 

a valve is arranged, represented in Fig. 1 as 
at E. This valve was sovided with a four 
way plug. A pine, G, lads to the valve from 
one end of the cylinder, and from the opposite 
end a like pipe, Ei, leads to the other side of 
the valve, the valve being provided with an 
inlet and outlet for the tiew of water. By 
tarning the plug in one direction the inlet 
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opens te one end of the cylinder and the out- 6o 
let opens from tire other, and so that water 
fiowing into one end will drive the piston to 
ward the opposite end. Arriving at that end 
the piston will seat upon the projection d and 
close the outlet, the cylinder then being full 
upon the reverse side of the cylinder. Turning 
tie valve in the opposite direction the inflow 
witi be changed in its direction to the reverse 
side of the cylinder and tarn the outlet froni 
the side which was before the inlet, and so that the piston saiik return toward the oppo 
site end of the cylinder and force the water 
out through, say, the pipe II, and, so conti tul 
ing, the pisten works first to one end and then 
to the opposite end, according as the plug is 
tired. 

fiy present invention relates specially to the 
construction of the valve by which the fow is 
made to and from the eylinder; and it consists 
in the construction of the valve as hereiriafter 
described, and more particularly recited in 
the claims. 
E represetts the casing or shell of the valve, 

open at both ends, and to one open end of 
which the pipe G leads from the opening a in 
the cylinder, and froin the opening in the 
cylinder a like pipe leads to the opposite end 
of the waive-casing. 
F is the inlet, and I the outlet, here repre 
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sented as opposite each other and at right 9o 
angles to the axis of the casing. 
Through the valve-chamber two parallel 

rods, I. M., are arraigel in guides within the . 
she?, as shown, and so as to be supported in 
their parallel position, but permitted longital 95 
diual novement. The two rods are connected 
by a bar, N, so that a movement of one will 
be impated to the other. 
Within the Iain valve-chamber is an aux 

the tibular extensions die, and also samewhat iliary inlet-clamber, i, constructed with an 
So shorter that the said extensions die. opening, i, at one end and l at the opposite At some convenient point near the cylinder eid. The juiet F opens directly into this cham 
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ber . The r?t I, passes centrally through the 
openings in this chanier, aid within this 
claimber (in the rod a double-ended valve, R, is 
fixed, so that, setting at one end of the cham 

5 ler, it closes the one opening, l, as seen in lig. 
2, or, moved to the opposite end, it closes that 
opcniug, i, as indicated in broken lines, Fig. 2 - - One end being closed the other will be open. . . 
S is the outlet-chamber, also formed within 

Io the casing of the valve, the said chain cropell. 
This chamber is coin. 

-seat, n, at one end, and 
a like valve-seat, i, at the oosite end. Both 

ing at l for discharge. 
Structed with a valve 

the valve-seats in it are of conical shape, or 'm- 
Sing outward from the chamber S. The valve 

rod M r is centrally through these valve-open 
ings and the challer S, and carries a valve, 
', corresponding to the valve-seat m, and a 
like valve, t, corresponding to the seat , each 

20 valve adapted to close its respective opening 
When set therein. 
The relative arrangement of the valves R and 

t is such (as seen in Fig.2) that when the in 
let-valve closes the opening at one end of the 
inlet-chamber P the valve t at the same end 2 5 
of the outlet-&han lar stands open, and in this 
undition the valve-seat i is opened and the 
corresholdig outlet-valver is closed. In the 
outlet-chamber a lever or arm, T, is arranged 

3o upon a shaft, U. The said shaft, extending 
through the shell, is provided with a handle, W, 
by which the shaft may be tried. 
The valve-rod M it ic clan her S is con 

stricted with a stirr 1, 2, into which tae arm 
35 T extentis. The oleig in the stirri) is co 

siderably longer than the width of the arm), as 
seen in Fig. 3. 
To illustrate the operation of the valve, 

suppose the parts to stand as secn in Fig. 2 
4o that is, the illet-valve closing the seat l, leav. 

ing a free passage througl the seat i. At the 
Sainc tile the valve closes the seat it. Water 
how flowing through the inlet F, thence 
through the seat i, passes directly to tie pipe 

45 FI, teace to the kylinder A at the right had 
of the pistol ), and under the pressare of the 
water the pistol will love toward the opposite : 
end as the cylindi fills, and will continue so 
to move until the pist in seats itself upon the 

Then, the so extension d at the ol losite ejid. 
cylinder being fail, the low will cease. If, 
now, the shaft U be turned to throw the 
valves in the oli) site direction, as indicated 
in broken lilies, Fig. 2, the inlet-valve seat i 

55 will be closed and the other illet-seat, i, open. 
At the same tile the outlet-valve seat, it will be 
closed, all the opyisite outlet valve seat, In, 
will be opied. The it flow now will be turned 
to the left, and the water, passing through 

6o the valve-seat l, will flow through the pipe G 
to the left and of the piston. Applying the 
pressure of the water the reto will force the 
piston to travel toward the opposite end, it 
being permittel Si) to do, as tie water upon 

65 the opposite side of the list of is now cr 
mitted to pass of thirtigh tie fic li, the c. 
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through the valve-seat in to discharge. The 

I intlow and outflow will thus continue until 
the histon seats itself at the riglut-hand clid, 

: to close upon the opening at that end. 
The l't'ssure of the water upon the inlet. 

valve when upon its seat serves to hold it 
firmly seated and until it shall be turned from 
fore described. . 

In order that the valves may not be forcibly 
held all in an opes condition, and thereby 
perhit a continuous idow of water without re 
garl to the cylinder A, the stirrup 2 is cull 
structed with its openings of greater length 
than the width of the arm T, and so that the 
arm T is only used to start the valves it their 
movement, the movement being completed by 
the idow o' the water. 
To illustrate: Suppose the parts still it 

the position seen in Fig.2. Thearn Tisturied, 
as indicated in broken lies. until it ethn's 
against, say, the right-littled if the stirru, 
The turtling of the aria, cantinuing, will start 

| the valves to the right, and after they are st 
started the reaction produced by the ii flew 
f water coming upon the reverse sit of the 
alve R will at once throw the valve : y i: s () (). 

site seat, carrying with it the outlet. \;ives, 
the one away from and the other to its se: it. 
This throw or movement of the valve; is pit'. 

i mitted independent of the arm T, the cause of 
the freedom which the stirrup has also at the 
arm, as, when the valves are so. starf: it : 
artin. is only bearing upon the stiri'a) Y 
the desired movement of the valve, anti so 
soon as that move neut is started the p'i 
space on the reverse side of the arim lernits 
the valve to be thrown by the action it tu 
water, so that the arm cannot hold the valves 
at any in termediate point between ti; (ii' (it is 
and closed condition, which it alight do were 
tic collection between the rod as : he ari 
made close. The result of this actini e the 
valves is to at once place the valves or the 
one side wide open and closed upon the op. 

| posite: side, or vice versa, an intermediat' or 
partly-open position heig in possilic. 
The oleratio of the valve, ray be mate 

automatic---that is, inay be produce by f is 
pistoil-as, for illustration, stippose a lever, 3. 

: hung at one end of the cylinder, a lit: likeleye 
4, at the opposite end, one arm of each ever ex 
tended through its respective end of the cyliu 
der and so that the valve as it approaclies the 
end of the cylinder may strike that ara and 
therely turn the ever, ti i: ; ot. - " : i) of lit) 
lever having an extension into tint; valve-sell 
so as to bear against one. eiti of ole if tie 
valve-rods, say Li, as seen Eig. 4. elite, as 
the piston approaches one &nd, the valves with 
be reversed to throw the low to that eiti and 
open the outflow from the posite it. Thir' 
must, however, be the same frt:edo: it of tie 
valves between the actiot of the respective 
arms of the levers, as sli: win, so that it) \e. 
inent of the valves will his sit is started is 

o 

its seat by the movement of the arm T, as b{- 
5 
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the levers, but completed by the flow of water 
independent of the levers. 

I claim 1. The combination of the cylinder A, having 
an opening, a, at one end and b at the opposite 
end, the piston i), arranged in said cylinder, 
free to travel from end to end, the valve shell 
E, tubes or pipes connecting the respective 
inds of the cylinder with the corresponding 
ends of the said shell, the said valve-shell 
constructed with an inlet-chamber, P, having 
valve-seats il at the opposite ends of the said 
claimber, and also constructed with the out 
let-chamber S, having valve-seats an in at the 
opposite ends of that chamber, tie valve-seats 
in the two chambers being in parallel planes, 
the valve-rod L., extending through the inlet 
chamber P, the double-ended valve R, ar 

2d 

25 

ranged on said valve-rod Lu, adapted to close 
either of said seats il, the valve-rod M, extend 
ing through the outlet chamber S, carrying 
valves "t, corresponding, respectively, to the 
valve-seats 7 in the outlet-chain ber and 
adapted to alternately close their respective 
seats, the sail two valve-rods connected so 
that a novenient imparted to the one will be 
i} arted to the other, and wherely the flow 
of water to and from the cylinder may be al 
ternately changed to or from the opposite 
sides of the piston, substantially as described. 

2. The coliation of the cylinder A, hay. 
ing all obelling, {1, at one end and l at the 
opposite end, the pistol I), arranged in said 

cylinder, free to travel from end to end, the 
valve-shell E, tubes or pipes connecting the 
respective ends of the cylinder with the cor 
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responding ends of the said shell, the said 
valve-shell constructed with an inlet-chamber, 
P, having valve seats ill at the opposite ends 
of the said chamber, and also constructed 
with the outlet-chamber S, having valve-seats 
in in at the opposite ends of that chamber, the 
valve-seats in the two chambers being in 
parallel planes, the valve-rod L., extending 
through the inlet-chamber P, the double-end 
ed valve R, arranged on said valve-rod Li, 
adapted to close either of said seats il, the 
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valve-rod M, extending through the outlet 
chamber S, carrying valves rt, correspond. 
ing, respectively, to the valve-seats m n in the 
outlet-chamber and adapted to alternately 
close their respective seats, the said two 
valve-rods connected so that a movement, 
imparted to the one will be imparted to the 
other, the valve-rod M constructed with a stir 
rup, 2, a shaft, U, carrying the arm T, the said 
arm extending into the said stirrup, the open 
ing in tie stirrup being greater than the width 
of the arm, the said shaft adapted to be turned 
to throw the said valves toward and from their 
respective seats, substantially as described. 

IENRY S. LORD. 
Witnesses: 

JoIIN C. ABBOT, 
HENRY E. IASTING, 
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